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FIFTH WINTER SCHOOL (1977$ 
A NON-ZERO DIMENSIONAL ATOM IN THE LATTICE OF UNIFORMITIES 
by 
J. Reiterman and V. Rodl 
A uniformity fl/ona countable set X is exhibited such that CL is 
an atom in the lattice of uniformities on X and such that & is non-
-zero dimensional• This solves a problem of [jPelant, Reiterman: Atoms 
in uniformities, Seminar Uniform Spaces, Prague 19753* ^he example is 
based on a construction of a metric space (xt*>) Cx countable) with 
properties: 
(l) (x,p) is not uniformly discrete, 
(ii) There exists an ultraf ilter ̂  on X which has a basis consis-
ting of uniformly homeomorphic copies of ( x , ^ 
fiii) The ultraf ilter fy. from (i±) is selective w.r.t. all covers 
jpA with sup diam P. < ̂ ° • 
